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Services in June 

Sunday       2nd     11am          The Minister 
      Annual General Meeting 
 
Sunday       9th      11am          The Minister              
               
Sunday     16th       3pm                   The Minister               
 

Sunday     23rd  11am                 The Minister               
              
Sunday     30th      11am          The Minister              
            General Assembly Sunday    
 

Services in July 

Sunday       7th      11am                  Rev’d Chris Goacher 

Sunday     14th      11am                Rev’d Chris Goacher 

Sunday     21st       3pm                   The Minister          
             Anniversary of the Toleration Act 
Sunday     28th      11am                  The Minister              
          

Services in August 
 
Sunday       4th      11am          The Minister  
            

Sunday      11th     11am          The Minister 
                                                                
Sunday      18th      3pm                   The Minister              
       
Sunday      25th     11am          The Minister 

    

 



 
Diary for June 

 
Saturday 1st June:   2.30pm   Quarterly Meeting of the East  
     Midland District at Belper 
 

Sunday   2nd June:   Annual General Meeting  
     of the congregation following  
     the morning service.   
     Vestry to follow. 
 

Saturday 15th June:  1pm       Theology Group Meeting in the 
     Garden Room: “The Quakers”. 
 
Sunday   23rd June:   Service of Baptism for  
     Eleanor Taken during   
     morning worship. 
 

Sunday   30th June:                General Assembly Sunday. 

 
Diary for July 

           
Saturday 20th July:   1pm       Theology Group meeting in the   
             Garden Room: “The Mormons”. 
 

Sunday   21st  July:                200th Anniversary of The    
             Toleration Act. 

Diary for August 
 

Thursday 8th  August:11am     Enquiry Day for prospective  
(to be confirmed)   ministry students. 

 
Further dates and times of the Vestry and Making Things 

Happen Group Meetings will be announced from the pulpit. 
 

Items intended for the Autumn Edition of the Newsletter should be 
handed in to the Minister by 18th August, please. 



From the Minister…... 
 
Dear Friends, 
 

Were you surprised when the world did not come to an 
end on 31st December last year? That (I think) was the  
latest date we were given for Armageddon. But I could 
easily be wrong, for there have been a multitude of  
possible dates bandied about for a very long time. Indeed 
if we care to go back to the writings of prophets such as 
Nostradamus and others, the end of everything has been 
one of their favourite topics. Our own New Testament 
Book of Revelation is very graphic about it. I can’t help 
feeling that some of the authors of these predictions have 
rather relished the subject and the prospect of the end of 
days. 
 

More recently there has been no shortage of disaster  
movies on the apocalyptic theme, always averted of course 
by the strenuous efforts of our hero or heroine. And I also 
wonder whether the current cultish fad for vampire and 
zombie films doesn’t somehow tie in with all this  
preoccupation with annihilation. 
 

And it has not just been the province of films and OT 
prophecy. 21st century scientists calculate when the sun 
will eventually go out, when a meteor strike will wipe out 
life, and even discuss the possibility of Earth colliding 
with another planet such as Mars and thus bring a  
conclusion to it all. 
 

Forgive me if I find this topic too distant, too difficult, or 
simply too huge to seriously worry about. When I read the 
more recent speculations about a possible clash of  
planets I was moved to put some of my reactions down in 
verse. If you care to, please see below. Otherwise I would 
recommend we adopt a mildly stoic philosophy and bury 
our heads in the sand. After all there is absolutely  
nothing we can do about it. 
 

           
    
 



Frankly I’m rather more concerned that it doesn’t rain all 
summer again this year. Optimistically yours, 

Arthur. 

I Like the Idea of Mars 
 

I like the idea of Mars 
Colliding with Earth long hence, 

Because it’s no coincidence, 
Because it all makes sense. 

 

No one left behind to mourn, 
None left behind to grieve, 
No one waiting to be born, 
None left behind to leave. 

 
No unfulfilled ambitions, 

No reputations lost, 
No ridiculous religions, 

And nothing at any cost. 
 

The whole malarkey over, 
The wisest and the best, 

The stranger and the lover, 
All turned to cosmic dust. 

 

Nothing to misunderstand, 
Or not appreciate, 

No opportunity to be wrong, 
Or seen as inadequate. 

 

A final resolution 
Of all our anxious ills. 
The end of all illusion, 

And all our unpaid bills. 
 

A.S 



GA President’s Message…… 
for General Assembly Weekend 29-30 June 2013 

 
Although we are all busy with 
the day to day administration 
of congregational business – 
looking after the church 
building, organising services, 
attending committee meet-
ings, and the like – it is  
important now and then to 
give some thought to wider 
denominational matters. 
General Assembly weekend 
invites us to do this. It is an 
opportunity for us to reflect 
on the fact that our  
individual congregation is 
part of a presence all over  
Britain and Ireland, and that 
other small groups,  
motivated by the same ideals, 
are working to build a more 
inclusive religious outlook, 

and a more compassionate world. It’s good for us to know 
that we are not alone. 
 
It is an opportunity, too, for us to offer a word of thanks 
to those men and women who work at denominational 
level to bring us those benefits which only shared  
resources make possible: the Chief Officer and staff at  
Essex Hall; the members of the Executive Committee; 
those who are involved in ministerial training at our two 
colleges; those who work at the Nightingale centre at 
Great Hucklow; the people who maintain our media  
presence by working on our magazines and websites; the  
 
 
 
 

  

Rev. Bill Darlison  
GA President  2013 



administrators and treasurers of those funds which help 
support our individual congregational efforts. The value of 
these – and other roles – within the denomination cannot 
be overestimated, and it is important that their  
contribution to our movement is honoured. 
 
We are still, and will always remain, a loose affiliation of 
autonomous churches and chapels, each with its own  
history and ethos, but we share a commitment to  
religious freedom which transcends all or differences. The 
General Assembly is testimony to this shared  
commitment, and it provides the support we need to  
nurture that commitment. It is also the only effective 
means we have of making our presence and our ideals 
known to the wider society. 
 
The General Assembly helps us all. Please celebrate it and 
give thanks for it on General Assembly Weekend. 
                                                                                        
     Rev Bill Darlison. 

 

  



200th Anniversary of the Toleration Act…… 
 

July 2013 marks the 200th Anniversary of the passing of 
the Unitarian Toleration Act, also known as the Unitarian 
Relief Act or the Trinity Act; a significant event in the  
history of British Unitarianism and Free Christianity. 
On 21st July 1813, a Statute was passed with the title: 
“An Act to relieve persons who impugn the Doctrine of the 
Holy Trinity from certain Penalties”. 
 

These penalties were incurred by an inability to conform 
to the 39 Articles of the Church of England, imposed in 
1662, and particularly relating to acceptance of “the  
doctrine of the blessed Trinity” as expressed in the  
Articles. The Blasphemy Act of 1698 was directed at any 
person who “shall by writing, printing, teaching or  
advised speaking, deny any of the persons in the Holy 
Trinity to be God”. The penalties were that such an  
individual be “disabled in law from having or enjoying any 
office, employment, ecclesiastical, civil, or military”. And if 
convicted a second time, they could be imprisoned for up 
to three years, be denied any recourse to law, and pre-
vented from being a guardian to a child or executor of any 
legacy or deed of gift. 
 

There had been a Toleration Act in 1698, and in 1779 “for 
the further relief of protestant dissenting ministers and 
schoolmasters”. But while these applied to  
Nonconformists who acknowledged the Trinity, neither 
extended to people holding non-Trinitarian views.  
Unitarians had to wait until 1813 for the Blasphemy Act 
to be repealed, and for the Toleration Act which enabled 
them to use the name “Unitarian” with impunity. 
 

With thanks to our Chief Officer, Derek McAuley.            
Our service of worship on Sunday 21st July will take the       
Toleration Act of 1813 as its theme. 



Buddhism ‘How we do it’  
by Dr Anthony Fletcher 

 
 

The East Midlands Buddhist Association  
 

Aims: 
To advance and propagate the teachings of the Buddha. 
To provide a place of worship and to perform the  
necessary spiritual and religious activities. 
To promote and advance Buddhist education to those in 
need. 

 

The Association was founded in 1987 within the Sri 
Lankan immigrant community in Leicester. It has grown 
to embrace followers from all over England. All feel a  
resonance with the Theravadan Buddhism practised here. 
Donations from followers support a small Vihara 
(Monastery; The    Leicester Buddhist Vihara) which is 
home to 2-3 monks. Its 4ft tall Budda statue was brought 
over from Sri Lanka. The Vihara is open fom 9am-9pm 
every day and Buddhist teachings and ceremonies are 
held on most days. Its library 
contains books covering many 
aspects of Buddhism in various 
languages. 
  
This book has been produced 
for free distribution by the East 
Midlands Buddhist Association 
through the generous support 
of Dr Sunil Perera and family  
in loving memory of the late  
Mr D T E Wijewickrama. 

 
Please ask Tony if you wish  

To receive a free copy.  

 



GM’s Indian Bean Trees….. 
 
During my time running the 
Chapel Coffee Shop I was  
often asked for information 
about these unusual trees. As 
they will soon be flowering 
again I have reprinted  Tony 
Fletcher’s article taken from 
the  Sept’ 09 newsletter. Annie 
 
The Chapel entrance off St. Peter’s Lane is dominated by two 
unusual trees, namely of the Indian Bean Tree (Catalpa  
Bignonioides Walt.). These flank each side of the gate and 
look quite exotic, with their huge, pale yellow-green leaves and 
danglingbean-like pods. Naturally, they are neither Indian nor 
beans. This tree belongs to the family Bignoniaceae, a tropical 
family of some 800 species, most of which are climbers, vines 
and lianas; the types that Tarzan used to swing on. They are 
native to the U.S.A., specifically the subtropical Caribbean 
coastal belt from West Florida, Georgia, Alabama and 
Mississippi. Curiously, despite being subtropical they are frost 
hardy and survive well in gardens in Southern England, 
though here their growing season is a mere 4 months, from 
late-June to late September. 
 
They were discovered by an Englishman, Mark Catesby (1682- 
1749), a naturalist of independent means. William Sherard 
recommended him to the Royal Society which sent him on a 
natural history exploration of the Carolinas from 1722-
1726. Seeds of Bean Tree were sent by him to Sherard at 
Oxford, and Sir Hans Sloane of London. The first record 
of their being planted in our grander gardens was 1726. 
Catesby found them in Carolina ‘……. in remoter parts of 
the country’. The Carolinas of the early 1700’s were un-
known and dangerous territory, with numerous inter-
Indian wars taking place, so it’s remarkable that an  
amateur naturalist bird-watcher from Essex should    
survive there. Another English explorer, John Lawson,  

 



was killed there shortly before. ‘Catalpa’ was  
mis-transcribed from the native American name  
Catawba’ of the Muscogee and Creek Indians, referred to 
as Seminoles by the Spanish. The Catawba tribe still 
lives on a reservation at Leslie, South Carolina. 
The curious ‘bean’ pods , about 1 foot long, in dangling  
clusters, contain small, inedible seeds that germinate to give 
strange leaves that are 2-lobed, like Peony. The flowers are 
spectacular, 2 inches across and resembling Foxgloves. Many 
books remark on the smell of the crushed leaves, being ‘bad’ 
or ‘foul-smelling’. I’ll be more forthcoming, they smell of 
tomcats. 
 
Indian Bean trees are short-lived, usually less than 100 years 
and naturally develop a pronounced lean as they age. Our 
trees are true to type, and are leaning well over the road as 
they reach towards the sun before it disappears round the 
Cherry Tree corner. The oldest specimens in the world are not 
in the U.S.A. but reside in The Minster Churchyard of St. 
Mary’s Butts, Reading, and are 150 years old. Their survival is 
causing some concern and they have been heavily pruned to 
prolong their age. But pruning ensures that the leaves are 
particularly large, and they will survive regular pollarding. 
Our trees have just suffered their first serious pruning but 
seem to be doing well in our frost-free niche and should have 
many years ahead of them. They can’t easily be aged but I 
would put them as 50-
60 years old. Who could 
have sought-out and 
planted such interesting 
exotics inour Chapel 
garden? 
 

Anthony Fletcher 

Catalpa flower photographed in  
Great Meeting Garden  

by Tony Fletcher 



A Humanist Decalogue….. 
 
Do not do to others what you would not want them to do 
to you. 
In all things, strive to cause no harm. 
Treat your fellow human beings, your fellow living things, 
and the world in general, with love, honesty, faithfulness 
and respect. 
Do not overlook evil or shrink from administering justice; 
but always be ready to forgive wrongdoing freely admitted 
and honestly regretted. 
Live life with a sense of joy and wonder. 
Always seek to be learning something new. 
Test all things; always check your ideas against the facts, 
and be ready to discard even a cherished belief if it does 
not conform to them. 
Never seek to censor or cut yourself off from dissent;  
always respect the right of others to disagree with you. 
Form independent opinions on the basis of your own  
reason and experience; do not allow yourself to be led 
blindly by others. 
Question everything. Nothing is so sacred that it is  
beyond questioning, no belief so well supported that it 
does not need re-examination. 
 
Commentary: The Humanist Decalogue can be condensed 
into one commandment: “Be human”. Compassion,  
empathy, curiosity, intellectual inquiry – these things come 
naturally to us. They are part of our nature and of our  
heritage. To be human is simply to exemplify these  
qualities that all of us potentially possess. We are not        
innately evil or misguided. We are human beings with the 
potential to do good. And we have the power to make this 
a better world if only we choose to do so. 
(from www.patheos.com) 

 



Sea of Faith Meeting at GM….. 
 

The next meeting of our Leicester Group will be held on 
Saturday 8th June. We are very fortunate to have an    
excellent speaker who has agreed to travel from 'up 
north' to be with us. 
  
David Boulton is the speaker and he has sent the        
following notes as an introduction to the topic and to  
himself: 
 

....My title will be "They say that I'm a dreamer, but I'm not 
the only one", and my subject is Utopianism. 
 

David Boulton is a former editor of the investigative TV  
programme 'World in Action' and was Head of News,    
Documentaries and Current Affairs at Granada TV. He is a 
Quaker and a Humanist, and a former editor of Sea of 
Faith Magazine. He is convenor of the Nontheist Friends 
Network and author of 22 books on history, current affairs 
and religion, the latest of which are 'The Trouble with 
God', 'Who on Earth was Jesus?' and (as editor) 'Godless 
for God's Sake'. 

 We meet from 2 pm when hot drinks and biscuits      
will be available, with the talk beginning at 2.30,  
followed by questions and discussion (until 4.30). 

 The venue is: The Garden Room, Great Meeting  
       Unitarian Chapel, 45 East Bond Street, Leicester,                  
 LE1 4SX (near to John Lewis) 
 Please invite anyone you know who may be  
 interested in the topic. 
 We ask for £3 per person to cover expenses 
 

    Janet Carpenter 
   (Secretary Leicester Sea of Faith) 

Further information can be obtained from : Allan Hayes 
(Convenor) allan-hayes@ntlworld.com 



G M News….. 
 
Congratulations….. 
 
On Sunday 3rd March a large and happy crowd of family 
and friends assembled at the Belmont Hotel, Leicester, for 
a lunch to celebrate Lionel Lea’s 80th birthday. 
 

Our members Lionel and his partner Jean Fall were 
joined by Freda Betts, Shirley Hall, and the minister as 
their guests on this special occasion. A splendid meal in 
luxury surroundings was followed by a short series of 
speeches, all reflecting the kindness and affection in 
which Lionel is held by us all. 

The Birthday Boy pictured here  
with Arthur and Shirley 



News….. 
Baptism….. 
 

On Saturday 4th May a packed congregation filled GM’s 
pews to take part in a special service of baptism for  
Poppy Lillian Cockerill McReynolds. 
 
Our opening hymn was sung by Poppy’s sister Florence 
accompanied on guitar by her father Tom, and an Irish 
blessing was read out by her brother Robert. 
 
Poppy’s grandmother Sylvia lit a candle in memory of all 
those who were not able to be with us on this occasion, 
and to mark the generations to come. The minister         
officiating. 

Condolences….. 
 
It is with great sadness that we record the death of       
Rev Jim Findlay, following heart by-pass surgery. 
 

Jim’s funeral took place at Christ Church Methodists in 
Grantham at 11am on Friday 4th May last. 
Our sincere condolences are expressed to his wife        
Margaret and all his family and friends. 

Chapel Book Stall….. 
 
If you have any second hand books which you have read 
and are happy to pass on, we will be 
very pleased to   
receive them to add  to our chapel book 
stall. The income raised provides helps 
provide chapel flowers, cleaning  
products etc.  
 

Many thanks in anticipation! 
 
 
 
 



News…... 
 
Prudence….. 
 
In the Spring of this 
year we lost our family 
cat Prudence. She was 
really Jenny’s pet, and 
we have the photo-
graphs of Pru in doll’s 
clothing and even 
wearing make-up  
applied by Jenny (many years ago) to prove it. 
 

Prudence was nineteen and a half years old when she 
died, so really Jenny had known her all her life. She was a 
very intelligent and calm creature with the most gentle 
temperament you could wish for. It goes without saying 
that we all miss her greatly. 

As insubstantial as a feather 
Our dear cat made delay – 

As light in age as thistledown, 
As white, as soft, as quickly blown, 
Here a moment, and then away – 

 
Volunteers to do Chapel Flowers….. 
 
If you wish to donate and/or arrange flowers in Chapel, in 
memoriam, to mark a special anniversary, or to simply to 
take a turn, please  
add your name to the rota in the kitchen. 
 
     Many thanks 
 

 



 
The Kitchen Prayer 

 

Lord of pots and pans and things, 
Since I’ve not mind to be 

A saint by doing lovely things 
Or watching late with thee, 

Or dreaming in the dawn light 
Or storming heaven’s gates, 

Make me a saint by getting meals 
And warming up the plates. 

Although I must have Martha’s hands, 
I have a Mary mind, 

And when I black the boots and shoes 
Thy sandals, Lord, I find. 

I think of how they trod the earth 
Each time I scrub the floor. 

Accept this meditation, Lord, 
I haven’t time for more. 

 

                        Klara Munkers. 

(sent by Freda Betts to Barbara McAllen  
many many years ago). 



And finally……. 
 

“A Sort of life” 
 

by  
 

Graham Greene 
 
 
During his working life Graham 
Greene produced a distinctive 
oeuvre of sometimes humorous, 
sometimes tragic, religion-riddled, 
compelling fiction. A Sort of Life is 
his autobiography of his child-
hood and early manhood. As you might expect, these were 
unusual years. 
 

Born and raised in Berkhampstead, Greene’s relatives  
included some eccentric and colourful individuals. He 
tells of one elderly family member who, in his 80’s and 
90’s, survived two serious accidents: one, falling out of 
the tree he was trimming; and the other, falling off the 
platform in the Underground. He lay very still next to the 
live rail until he could be rescued. Eventually he  
succumbed to another accident when he fell over some 
garden furniture, and subsequently took to his bed. 
 

Greene’s father was a headmaster who used to take  
rather dry holidays away from his family with another 
schoolmaster in France. One day sitting outside a café 
they were joined by an Englishman attracted by the 
sound of their English conversation. This person talked 
with them for about an hour, and then took his leave.  
Only later did they discover that it had been Oscar Wilde, 
during the exile of his final years in disgrace. 
 

 

Graham Greene 
1904-1991 



Greene himself was a manic depressive, and even as a 
schoolboy he took alarming steps to fight off the dark 
moods that gripped him. On half a dozen occasions he 
played Russian-roulette with a pistol and ammunition he 
had found in a cupboard at home. 
 
This is short and somewhat selective autobiography of an 
extraordinary English talent, his unusual family, and the 
demons that dogged him. One Asian reader memorably 
mispronounced Greene’s name as “Grim Grin”, and really 
that is very appropriate. The often dark and difficult inner 
landscape of his novels has been described as “Greene-
land”, and that too can sum up the downbeat characteris-
tic of some of his work. 
 

A Sort of Life was written by Greene in his mature years. I 
found it to be a revealing glimpse into the mind of the 
nascent author, revealing an outlook and a nature which, 
while interesting, is perhaps not one I would choose to be 
in the company of for any extended period. Greene was a 
dangerous man in many respects. He worked as a        
government spy, and had a ruthless streak. Of his life-
style, Auden might have said, “Mummy wouldn’t like it.” 
And I’d have to agree. 
                                                                                     
     Arthur 
 

 
If you would like to share a review of a book, film or play, 
please send it to Annie for inclusion in the next edition of 

the newsletter. 
       
 
 
 



Stop press! 

The Newsletter….. 

Due to the rising costs of providing the newsletter and of 
postage, in future we hope that members with computers 
will access the newsletter online via our website. 

Hard copies will continue to be issued for members and 
visitors attending chapel and posted to those not online. 

Should anyone wish a to receive a copy of the newsletter 
please do not hesitate to let the minister know. 

Visit our website: www.leicesterunitarians.co.uk. 



GM on the Map…… 
 
Following a recent reorganisation of the road network in the 
vicinity of Chapel, the most direct route remains - from 
Vaughan Way, via Church Gate, St Peter’s Lane and East Bond 
Street. When leaving Chapel - via  St Peter’s Lane, Mansfield 
Street and Abbey Street onto  Vaughan Way. See Map below. 
 
Leicester City Centre showing Great Meeting 

Great 
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Chapel 
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MINISTER: 
Rev Dr Arthur Stewart, 

11 Herrick Close, Sileby, Loughborough, Leics, LE12 7RL. 
Tel: 01509 812236    Mobile: 07803895828    

E-mail: ArthurStewart@live.co.uk 
 

PRESIDENT: 
Dr David Wykes F.R.Hist.S, 

‘Whitewings’, 3 Southmeads Road, Oadby, Leicester LE2 
2LR 

Tel: 0116 2710784    
E-mail: Director@dwlib.co.uk 

 
CHAIRMAN: 

Sir Peter Soulsby, 
E-mail: Peter.Soulsby@leicester.gov.uk 

 
TREASURER: 

Dr David Wykes F.R.Hist.S, 
Whitewings, 3 Southmeads Road, Oadby, Leicester, LE2 

2LR. 
Tel: 0116 2710784    

E-mail: Director@dwlib.co.uk 
 

ASSISTANT TREASURER: 
Mrs Diane Romano-Woodward 

9 Glen Rise, Glen Parva, Leicester, LE2 1HN. 
Tel: 0116 2785820   Mobile: 07962427295 

Email: fossilmatron@msn.com 
 

ACTING SECRETARY: 
Rev Dr Arthur Stewart, 

11 Herrick Close, Sileby, Loughborough, Leics, LE12 7RL. 
Tel: 01509 812236    Mobile: 07803895828    

E-mail: ArthurStewart@live.co.uk 
 
 



NEWSLETTER COMPILER: 
Mrs Annie Stewart 

11 Herrick Close, Sileby, Loughborough, Leics. LE12 7RL. 
Tel: 01509 812236    Mobile:07736772381     

Email: anniestew@hotmail.co.uk 
 

FABRIC WARDEN: 
Mr John Woodward 

9 Glen Rise, Glen Parva, Leicester, LE2 1HN. 
Tel: 0116 2785820    

Email: jwoodward@hotmail.co.uk 
 

FLOWER SECRETARY: 
Vacancy 

 
ORGANISTS: 

Mr Qyan Arnachellum, 
Mobile: 07881953348 

 
Mr William Northmore, 
Mobile: 07841034225 

 
CARETAKER: 

Mr Stephen Lynch 
Mobile: 07811970859 

 
LETTINGS: 

Email: lettings@LeicesterUnitarians.co.uk 
 

CHAPEL WEBSITE: www.leicesterunitarians.co.uk 
 

CHAPEL ADDRESS: 
Great Meeting Unitarian Chapel,  

45 East Bond Street,  
Leicester, 
LE1 4SX. 
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The Old Schoolrooms  
(now Charles Berry House) 

built 1859 


